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 Richard Tinsley: too much labor required. rememer labor availability is usually 

overlooked but actually in very limited supply 

 

 Kudakwashe Ndoro: Richard when you talk of labour which bour are you referring to crops 

or livestock? 

 

 Richard Tinsley: please visit the www.smallholderagriculture.com websit and look at 

the pages on dietary energy balance 

 

 Andrew Uden: what about small implement mechanization, with a small tractor an 

entire community could effectively become more integrated 

 

  Andrew Uden: thank you for the link 

 

  Richard Tinsley: mechanization is essential but needs to be individual owner operator 

and a micro finance porgram to promote it. tracto should be 65 to 80 hp 

 

  Andrew Uden: why just individual owner? even in the US we are seeing a massive 

shift towards co-ownership of implements and equipment of both large 

and small equipment 

 

  Henry Rwamugema: The livestock& cropping intergration model works very well in 

Rwanda. GIRINKA program under government Ministry of agricalture 

distributes heifers to smallholder low income families and thesystem 

has tremenderously made huge change economically to smallholder 

farmers in Rwanda. The intergration model is perfect ! 

 

  Gail Motsi: Gail Motsi, CHF in Ghana signing in.  We have Community Livestock 

Workers under our project. 

 

  Richard Tinsley: because anything else was discredited some 40 years go, only get about 

1/3rd the 10,000 hours before being sidelined 

 

  Kudakwashe Ndoro: as long as the farmers are not forced into cooperation 
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  Kudakwashe Ndoro: it works perfectly 

 

  Andrew Uden: 40 years is a long time, I think that we have to continue adapting 

mindsets and I agree with Kudakwashe as long as there is no forcing 

into it and coop owners are in agreement cooperative ownership can 

work 

 

  Kudakwashe Ndoro: AS  LONG AS WE DO AWAY WITH FREE HANDOUTS, small 

holder farmers can be commercialized 

 

  Richard Tinsley: visit any ADP in Nigeria and look at the line up of sidelinedtractors 

and check the hour meters, if they are still there. most are broken so the 

operators can work off the clock 

 

  Kudakwashe Ndoro: we need to work with farmers' own local forms of cooperation and 

improve on them with our Harvard business models not the other way 

 

  Richard Tinsley: only if you can clearly demonstrate the cooperative has a financial 

competitive advantage and the cumbersome administrative overhead 

has not consumed all the envisioned benefits 

 

  Revathi Balakrishnan: I have been in developmment work for almost 30 years. Free handouts 

may be the netry point for many donors and donor sponsored young 

professionals to enter the communities. But weaning both the local 

community and the development community from handouts is a 

challeng. 

 

  Henry Rwamugema: Kudakwashe I'm not familiar with Harvard Business models..any link 

please ?? 

 

  Kudakwashe Ndoro: Richard farmers at the village level are cooperating without any donor 

or government intervention, so the trick is to improve on what they 

have and not impose ideas 

 

  Andrew Uden: Richard I have seen the tractors in kenya and Uganda, and Ethiopia, 

and Russia but the problem wasn't with ownership but with lack of 

educaton of mechanics and maintenance personnel 

 

  Richard Tinsley: cooperating but still acting mostly as independent enterpenuers 

  Kudakwashe Ndoro:if we show them there is money to be made wthey 

will gladly join our programs 

 

  Richard Tinsley: the problem is that we never see a comparative analysis, just an 

assumption of a financial benefit 

 

  Kudakwashe Ndoro: Yes as independent  i agree 

 

  Andrew Uden: as dealers and implement groups move into africa, and they are (John 

Deere, AGCO, Agrirep, Orthman, Valley just to name a limited few) 

these gaps in maintenace and access to mechanics will decrease 
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  Andrew Uden: Another problem is finding implements that aren't designed to break 

down within the first 500hrs (most western implement companies 

make their money on service and have critical flaws and service needs 

built in) 

 

  Richard Tinsley: For smallholder communities i would look at reconditions used tractors 

rather than new ones. Don't forget the Massy they are the most 

common 

 

  Kudakwashe Ndoro: the Valleys, John Deeres need to move in with equipemnt suitable for 

small holder farmers 

 

  Andrew Uden: Massy may be the most common but it won't be soon 

 

  Andrew Uden: Valley and John Deere are focusing first on commercial operations, but 

Valley has built an entire research park in Kenya focused only on 

developing products for smallholders 

 

  Kudakwashe Ndoro: small holder farmers are commercial, we must not difine it in terms of 

size 

 

  Andrew Uden: Deere and AGCO have products for every size but government tarriffs 

and trade alliances do limit what moves into the country and in what 

condition (new or used), I am talking about Large commercial in that 

sense (5000acres or more) I apologize for the definition 

 

  Richard Tinsley: i agre but need to get food security for primary staple crops first 

 

  USAID Agrilinks: Gentle reminder, as the presentation continues, dont forget to submit 

your questions through the chat box! Name, organization, and question  

 

  Kudakwashe Ndoro: Our project in Honduras on drip irrigation has workeed with the big 

companies to successflly put  more than 20,000 hectares of small 

holder land under drip, with the companies investing in the 

development 

 

  Kudakwashe Ndoro: as long as botjh sides farmer and compny see the $$$$$ they will take 

it 

 

  Andrew Uden: I agree, but a majority of private funding right now is based on very 

large operation size, with some sort of outgrower scheme, how do we 

get funds and investors to look beyond the amount of land they can 

own and look to how many people they can involve and still turn a 

profit for the farmers and themselves? 

 

  USAID Agrilinks: Interesting point Andrew 

 

  Becky Manning: Did he provide the URL for the reports he just mentioned? 

 

  USAID Agrilinks: Hi Becky, I will follow up and see if we can get the url 
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  Becky Manning: Thanks. 

 

  Richard Tinsley: When i was living in a remote part of southern tanzania, the monthly 

traveling market always had a good supply of vet medicines, dispensed 

without any vet professionals. It looked like the farmers had a 

reasonable knowledge of animal health needs 

 

  Francis Akorikin: This report will be helpfull for us who are considering programing on 

the legal restrictions of CAHWS and how governments in Africa view 

veterinanry services. 

http://fic.tufts.edu/assets/TUFTS_1423_animal_health_workers_V3onl

ine.pdf 

 

Terry Wollen:               
http://fic.tufts.edu/assets/TUFTS_1423_animal_health_workers_V3onl

ine.pdf 

 

  abir Abul Khoudoud: interesting 

 

  Becky Manning: thanks Terry 

 

  USAID Agrilinks: Thanks Terry! 

 

  Maurizio Dioli: a question for Andy : can an illiterate CAHW really administer a 

correct drug dosage ? 

 

  Richard Tinsley: illiterate!! or limited educated 

 

  Revathi Balakrishnan: formal literacy Vs functional literacy 

 

  Francis Akorikin: Our experience in Uganda shows that CAHWs may need to have some 

basic education not nessasariliy  in higher education 

 

  USAID Agrilinks: Anyone have any experience with the training and development of 

CAHWs? 

 

  Maurizio Dioli: Exactly what Francis says. CAHW work extensively and are 

appreciated  but they are responsible for widespread drug resistance . 

 

  Maurizio Dioli: I trained CAHW and prepared manuals 

 

  USAID Agrilinks: Do you have any links to manuals that you can share? 

 

  USAID Agrilinks: What do you see as the biggest challenges? Any examples of 

successful training programs? 

 

  Muhammad Afzal: CAHW are only successfully in areas where no government service 

provider is available. Dr. M. Afzal FAO Pakistan 

 

  USAID Agrilinks: Can you expand on that statement? 

 

http://fic.tufts.edu/assets/TUFTS_1423_animal_health_workers_V3online.pdf
http://fic.tufts.edu/assets/TUFTS_1423_animal_health_workers_V3online.pdf
http://fic.tufts.edu/assets/TUFTS_1423_animal_health_workers_V3online.pdf
http://fic.tufts.edu/assets/TUFTS_1423_animal_health_workers_V3online.pdf
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  Maurizio Dioli: long answer contact me at camel4ever@fastemail.us 

 

  Francis Akorikin: My mother is a CAHWs,  i do not agree with that view that they are 

only succesfully in absencia of vets. infact they can compliment vets 

for a robust livestock health mgt approach 

 

  Muhammad Afzal: In Pakistan very large number of CAHW were trained  by NGO and 

projects but less than 1% are now in practice because better trained 

VSP were available in the regions. 

 

  USAID Agrilinks: How do you think CAHW and VSP could better collaborate? 

 

  Richard Tinsley: does the discontinued services reflect a government that is financially 

stalled, as a result of limited tax base for providing civil services 

 

  Muhammad Afzal: A large number of veterinary assistants are employed by the 

governments and they consider CAHW as their competitors. 

  

  USAID Agrilinks: Thats an interesting point Muhammad 

 

  Maurizio Dioli: the most essential and best use of CAHW is helping in implementing 

the annual campain of vaccinations against various diseases 

 

  Francis Akorikin: Like human public health systems, there has been a success in 

intergarting Village Health Teams in public health mgt. For livestock 

health, governments have not been suppotive to CAHWs  because of 

technical issues and yet in reality disease mgt involves 

survailance,  prevention and treatment. infact CAHWs can play a great 

role in surveilance and community mobilization 

 

  Kudakwashe Ndoro: Progress can be made by using the private sector distributors of drugs 

and medicines with initial project help to set up their systems amongst 

the farmers 

 

  Revathi Balakrishnan: My experience with FAO in Asia is the same. At the point of delivery 

of service there is the conflict between government and alternative 

service providers. 

 

  Maurizio Dioli: drugs/syringes etc are now so widespread and available that every 

nomad can purchase his stock of drugs and use them. Why he should 

pay a CAHW to do what he think he can do   

 

  Muhammad Afzal: Who funds the vaccination campaign? if it is govt or projects, then we 

are subsidizing CAHW 

 

  USAID Agrilinks: Revathi, I would love to formulate this observation into a question or 

speaking point for the presenter 

 

  Richard Tinsley: given the limited financial resources available to government, should 

we concentrate on relying on the private providers 

 

mailto:camel4ever@fastemail.us
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  USAID Agrilinks: Anyone want to take a stab? 

 

  Maurizio Dioli: vaccination campain can be supported by government or NGO 

 

abir Abul Khoudoud: reliability and credibility of either one service will entail usebygrowers 

 

Beth Miller: In many places, governent animal health services are only given to 

cattle or other large animals. Care for small ruminants or poultry is 

spotty, especially if services are requested by women. 

 

  Kudakwashe Ndoro: yes farmers must be made to realize that their livestock is an asset 

which they need to protect. 

 

  Maurizio Dioli: they already know 

 

  Kudakwashe Ndoro: A market approach will help us guys 

 

  abir Abul Khoudoud: in lebanon its mostly by private vets but its at high costs to small           

farmers 

 

  Revathi Balakrishnan: OK. Ask them how to resove the conflict and competiton among the 

GO and alternative servive providers. This local context dynmaics had 

to be addressed. 

 

  Richard Tinsley: i always wondered why the emphasis on cattle, when the goat is a 

much more harety animal that can survive when cattle don't and this of 

course being the year of the goat! 

 

  Kudakwashe Ndoro: demonstrate to farmers the cost and benefit in a practical way 

 

  clarisse ingabire: CAHW are key in pasive disease surveillance - early reporting- but 

Government VS need to create a conducive environment for them to 

operate- especially on funding- some small incentives/ recognition or 

their rrole could also provide good results 

 

  Maurizio Dioli: the reality is that drug treatments/usage is now so available that is done 

(frequently incorrectly) by any livestockowner  CAHW are often 

simply drug sellers 

 

  Muhammad Afzal: Experience in Pakistan indicate that female CAHW can only be 

successful for poultry or at max sheep and goats. 

 

  Kudakwashe Ndoro: I beg to differ Muhammad 

 

  Muhammad Afzal: This is what exp in Pakistan is. In other countries particlarly Africa 

may be different 

 

  USAID Agrilinks: Interesting point Muhammad, is that due to the cultural context of the 

situation? 

 

  Andrew Uden: Thank you for the discussion, very good conversation and many good 
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points to think about 

 

  abir Abul Khoudoud: i hope that dr can can provide references on guidlines for government 

on how to assure quality of products as well as services 

 

  Muhammad Afzal: Culture is important context. Lack of animal restriant facilities at the 

village level is another factor. 

 

  Revathi Balakrishnan:  Both of you are right. It depends on the regional and local culture.  It 

had been demonstrated that the sphere of responnsibilities differ by 

gender by region. 

 

  Gail Motsi: Ghana also has decades of experience with CAHWs, with very similar 

challenges as those found in the evaluation.  We have done an 

assessment of CAHW operations in northern Ghana and are trying 

various approaches to overcome challenges including conflicts with 

gov't vets, lack of gov't resources for training, monitoring and 

supervision; increasing participatin of women; CAHWs operating on a 

more entrepreneurial basis; etc.  It would be nice to link up our 

livestock speacialist with a network of others trying different 

solutions.  Does such a network exist in  Ghana, West Africa, AFfica? 

 

  USAID Agrilinks: Q & A Time! Submit your questions here 

 

  Muhammad Afzal: A large number of private vet assistants do practice and provide 

service. People prefer the 

 

  Beth Miller: Regional networks for CAHWs is a great idea! 

 

  Linda Logan 2: Sound quality is really bad folks 

 

  Muhammad Afzal: Technical competence of the CAHW is the real issue. 

 

  Maurizio Dioli: about this question there is no way that a veterinary board is going to 

accept CAHW . You cannot pgive injection to an animal in UK or 

USA unless you are a vet! Why  should be different in Kenya ? 

 

  USAID Agrilinks: Interesting point, would that be a major hindrance to people joining 

CAHW? 

 

  Maurizio Dioli: I do not think so because in any case they will do this activities 

regarding what government vets will say   

 

  Waheed Ali: Any sustainability mechanism for CANW groups 

 

  Richard Tinsley: what happens when there are not enough professional vet available, but 

the animals still need to be vaccinated. If not with the CAHW or a 

private provider what can be done 

 

  Waheed Ali: CAHW 
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  Michael Thiauri: I think CAHW has been left to the old and very few young people are 

willing to join..Based on the harsh and remote context of some regions, 

the governments should allow CAHWS to practise. I wonder who is 

willing to invest in a training institution for CAHWs?? 

 

  Maurizio Dioli: CAHW could eran some money in a regular way by doing vaccination 

in remote areas where no government vet will go 

 

  Waheed Ali: Thanks Dioli 

 

  Maurizio Dioli: one government vet can supervise 10 CAHW and ensure that CAHW 

have the quality control needed 

 

  Waheed Ali: yes surely 

 

  Maurizio Dioli: In Darfur it worked very well this way 

 

  Kudakwashe Ndoro: I agree with Dioli, we need to create an environment that allow the 

CAHW to derive a benefit from their service through the charging of 

fees to farmers receiving the service. Practicing CAHW can be tasked 

to attend refresher courses conducted by the govt vetsat cost 

 

  Richard Tinsley: for some reference and expansion on some of my comment please visit 

the www.smallholderagriculture.com website and review the issue 

pages for speicific issues of interest. Thank you 

 

  Becky Manning: CAHWS can augment and complement vet services - in the best case, 

it is not either / or 

 

  Maurizio Dioli: clinical veterinary services are a bit of a myth nomads know very well 

their health status of their animal  and once they have the famous bottle 

of oxy 20% they will inject their own animal (often with mistakes 

obviously)    

  

  Kudakwashe Ndoro: I agree Becky 

 

  Maurizio Dioli: wht they should pay and feed a CAHW to do what they can do ? 

 

  Maurizio Dioli: CAHW can certainly increase drug sale 

 

  Revathi Balakrishnan: Thank you all 

 

  USAID Agrilinks: Folks the webinar is wrapping up, please take a few minutes to fill out 

our survey 

 

  Kudakwashe Ndoro: The CAHW are the first pot of call for farmers 

 

 

  USAID Agrilinks: we hope this conversation continues outside of this webinar and the 

topics and ideas discussed gain momentum 


